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Question - In what ways have I been successful in building my role group? 
 
Rationale 
 
School nurses are not accustomed to having a consistent union nurse presence. There has been a 
high rate of turnover of staff within The Albuquerque Public School’s (APS) nursing department. 
School nurses often come in from other work settings that are nonunion environments. Nurses, in 
New Mexico, historically, rarely have union representation. Nurses have difficulty seeing 
benefits for them as a school nurse. The nurses have not seen how ATF’s union may benefit 
them as a nurse when it is often thought of and stated as a teacher’s union. It is challenging to 
talk directly with potential nurse members as nurses are spread out all across Albuquerque in one 
of over 125 schools. Most nurses are assigned to more than one school.  
 
However, the ATF nurse union role group has grown by 5.8% this school year to a membership 
of 26. Laying the foundation that demonstrated a trusting and competent union presence, 
building relationships with the nurse union members, as well as including issues specific to 
nurses in dialogue and union hall administration discussions, has been key in gaining additional 
nurse union members.  
 
As one of the two Federation Representatives (fed reps) for the nurses with Albuquerque 
Teachers Federation (ATF) Local 1420, we are afforded opportunities to make brief union 
announcements at nurse meetings. Fed reps act as the constituency leader, in our case, for the 
nurses. As a fed rep, we are encouraged to organize quarterly meetings with the nurse 
constituents throughout the school term. Two pot luck nurse meetings were held during this 
year’s school term of 2019-2020. A third virtual meeting, via Google Team Meets, is scheduled 
this May. Each nurse union member was called; either messages were left or a personal 
conversation took place. We encouraged the nurses to talk about their issues and desires for 
change and where improvements may be needed. We also reviewed what was working well. Our 
nurse pot luck meetings were informal and allowed nurses to comfortably vent their specific 
issues and strategize with union leaders. In attendance during these get togethers were: the ATF 
union president, our union vice president of Essential and Related Services, our local’s union 
organizer, and the union staff representative for the nurses. The informal meetings were held at 
the union hall. Several of the nurses who attended had never visited the union hall before; some 
of these nurses had been members for many years. 
 
Other opportunities that fostered and encouraged union nurse involvement included: Legislative 
Day and a high school nurse meeting requested by a union member. A nurse constituent attended 
Legislative Day with both fed reps; updates were provided about the special event via an email. 
The high school nurses meeting, attended by both fed reps, discussed some of the many issues 
unique to the high school cluster. Regular emails have been sent to the nurses that share updates 
on union matters. Fed reps were later given permission to be included in the monthly nurse 
bulletin. This periodical is distributed to all of the nurses by nursing administration.  



Review of Literature 
 
Diligence in asking nonmembers to join the union is essential. It is vital to obtain recognition by 
nonmembers and members alike by attending and speaking at meetings. One must ask potential 
members repeatedly to join forces and become a union member. 
 
A big issue in obtaining new members is having a comfortable setting to speak with potential 
members when there is adequate time available. Campaign calling at the employee’s home or at 
their school has generated new members. New potential members should be contacted through 
multiple technological and traditional methods. Emails and printed periodicals with reminders 
and updates of the many activities the union participates in serves to keep union information 
accessible. Also texting, mobile apps that streamline contacting potential members, electronic 
reminders about meetings, and social media may be utilized. Having a professional website 
presence with current information and downloadable membership applications is essential. 
 
Our 54th New Mexico Legislation passed the Public Employee Bargaining Act (PEBA). The 
enactment of PEBA begins this July 2020. It will now become state law that unions are allowed 
time to conduct union matters and announcements at staff meetings. 
 
Findings / Data Analysis  
 
Union announcements at monthly nurse meetings were discouraged and inconsistent during 
much of the beginning of the school term. A union grievance was filed at the end of the school 
terms’ first quarter. All of the terms stated, in that grievance, were still not honored consistently 
throughout the remainder of the school year. 
 
New union membership applications to join were obtained after nurses were personally contacted 
by nurse fed reps. It was essential to plan times to contact nonmembers and ask them to sign up. 
Face to face or personalized contacts, specifically to ask members to sign up, were critical. 
Potential members stated it was important that they saw and heard of nurses in positions of 
leadership advocating for school nurses. Providing authentic and personalized discussions that 
related to nursing was fundamental and allowed nurses to connect with union views. Review of 
what had been worked on with the union for nurses and what the future for nursing could hold 
was shared and instrumental in gaining membership.  
 
Some nurses, who recently joined, stated that they needed to see how union participation could 
benefit them in gaining a stipend, like teachers, for certifications. Other comments new nurse 
members made were that they heard the term educator being used instead of referring to the 
union members as teachers. Nurses said they could relate with being an educator and never 
related with being called a teacher’s union. Additional comments collected by the new nurse 
members included: joining because of in-home discussions and pressure with family members 
that reminded them of all the benefit that union family had because of their union. One new 
member joined strictly because of the included liability insurance of being a union member. All 
of the new nurses who were spoken to about why they joined the union, said it was because they 
could see nurses were active in the union and were focusing on nurse issues as well as global 
issues for all of the staff. It was often brought up that nurse issues are viewed by nurses as unique 



and they needed to feel represented by someone willing to advocate for those issues and 
someone who understood the challenges nurses faced.  
 
Recommendations 
 
A minimum of two union fed reps, within role groups or sharing of role groups, should be 
encouraged and made available. This may involve a modification of the existing ATF bylaws. 
Two or more fed reps per role group or shared role groups would allow for: support of each 
other, easing the time consuming workload, and sharing the efforts and talents of different fed 
reps to communicate and seek out new members.  
 
Regular written and personalized communications should continue with an eye for new ways to 
streamline communications and expand them. Quarterly flexible meetings with the nurses should 
continue with attention to innovative ideas coming from the nurse constituents. Information, 
specific to nursing, must be included with ways for the nurse population to engage and 
participate in decision making within the union administration. 
 
Monthly lists provided by the union staff should be obtained, enumerating new nurse staff. 
Personal contacts should be made to the new nurses by the nurse fed reps consistently. Phone 
banking and contacts made for nurse members who are long standing employees, but not yet 
members, should also be consistently done.  
 
Administration must consistently allow and encourage the fed reps to participate. All nurse 
meetings and gatherings need time designated for the fed reps to make announcements and share 
union information. PEBA must be followed and carried out by nursing administration; if it is not, 
automatic consequences must take place without the need to file a union grievance. 
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